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- **Main Exhibition**
  - First Hall: the Prehistoric Age, the Zhou and Qin Dynasty
  - Second Hall: the Han, and the Wei Jin Southern and Northern Dynasty
  - Third Hall: the Sui, Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasty

- **Temporary Exhibition**
Tripod (Ding)

Gui
Standardized Character

Tiger Tally
Jade Seal with the Character “Huang Hou Zhi Xi”
Environmental-friendly Lamp in Han Dynasty
Gold Monster

Multi-facet Seal
Silver Kettle with Dancing Horse

Ox-headed Agate Cup

Note: These two national treasures are not allowed to travel to foreign countries
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Tri-color Glazed Artifacts in Tang Dynasty (Burial Objects)
Golden Bowl with Lotus Petal and Animal Patterns

Olive-green Porcelain (Secret Color Ware)
Inverted Flow Kettle (The Kettle of Three Kings)
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